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EcoAnalytics?
• Cooperative market research initiative

• Partnership of eNGOs and university researchers

• Fills gap: lack of data on Cdn attitudes to key issues—
and capacity to use this.

• Funded by JW McConnell Family and Metcalf Fdns

 



Executive Partners



In year 1, we’re ambitiously producing two distinct surveys and data sets.  

Year I: Two major surveys

Climate of Change survey Panoramic survey

● 1,200 sample size
● Regionally stratified national sample
● 40 questions
● Fielded October 2016
● Reporting December 2016

● 2,500 sample size
● National, major regional sub-samples
● 50 questions in four modules
● Fielded March 2017
● Reporting in April 2017



Panoramic Survey
 Will offer a fine-grain image of Canadians’ views on broad range of other environmental issues.

Flexible modules 
meet needs of 
diverse groups, 
across Canada
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Values & characteristics module: 
Tracks demographic characteristics, 

values and perceptions, year by year.
Thematic module: 
In 2017, will be devoted to marine, land 
& species conservation.

National omnibus module: 
Questions on hot-button national 
issues; allows for tests of  language 
and framing. 

Regional module:
Different sets of questions on topical 

issues for six regions. 



Climate of Change



Analysis of Climate of Change Survey Results, Nov.— Dec. 2016



Climate survey methodology
• Builds on comparative Canada-US polling since 2011

• High quality random probability sample

• Random digit dialling telephone survey of Cdns, 18 +. 

• 40% reached via cellphone; 60% via landline. 

• Response rate was 10% (standard).

• Results accurate to within ±2.8%, 19 times out of 20. 

• Weighting factor based on region, age & gender ensures the data 
are representative of population.

 



Core beliefs
• Record perceptions of global climate change in 2016
• Believers also more likely to attribute observed warming to human cause
• Something can and should be done
• Climate change is manageable
• Canada has a responsibility to act



Evidence of climate change
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“Is there solid evidence that the average temperature on earth has been getting warmer over the past four decades?” 



Evidence and Cause, 2015











Salience
• Effects of climate change increasingly recognized across country

• Few see themselves as personally at risk

• Climate change a collective, temporally distant problem for many











Empowerment
• Strong desire that something should be done

• Governments and citizens need to step up

• Strong sense of empowerment, at individual and collective level

• As effects of climate change worsen, this will need to be maintained

• Canadians need tools to translate empowerment into action













Action
• Strong desire for change

• Broad support for  policies, especially energy efficiency &  renewables

• Energy policy preferences consistent with clean energy transition

• Persistence of cost frame remains a barrier for engagement



Other results
 









 





Engaging Canadians
• Climate of Change report developed idea of Ladder of engagement

• Here is glimpse at the ladder of engagement, as of October 2016

• Segmentation studies to be developed further

• Details are in analytical reports



Ladder of Engagement 



Summary
• Key climate change constituency is made up of educated, women & youth

• Problem of issue salience and current mental models 

• Broad sense of empowerment, willingness to participate & policy support

• Problem of engagement, translating potential engagement into action

• Energy policy preferences consistent with clean energy transition

• Cost frame needs to be overcome



Next steps
• Research: (Panoramic & 2017 climate survey) to examine socio-demographic, 

information-seeking & value orientations of key demographic segments. 

• Remove barriers: find triggers for moving people up ladder of engagement.

• Personalize climate change: or strengthen existing narrative frames, emphasizing 
communal values & duties to future generations (our children)

• Strengthen benefits frame: communicate vision of the future



Questions?




